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We’re in the new era of communications, characterised by a multitude of digital channels 
and rapidly evolving customer preferences

Today’s customers are demanding faster, easier ways to reach 

their favourite brands. Whether it’s requesting an account  

balance, confirming an appointment, receiving status 

notifications, or raising a complaint, consumers want to use 

convenient and familiar messaging channels.

To meet this demand, businesses need to provide  

customers with the freedom and flexibility to engage  

in the ways that they prefer.

However, it’s complex and expensive to create and  

manage the network infrastructure and interfaces that  

support this. The task of integrating internal business  

systems with external messaging channels can quickly 

become unmanageable. 

Furthermore, meeting your customers’ expectations effectively, 

and enabling them to engage via their preferred channel can improve their satisfaction of the experience. 

Creating a stronger means of retention; additional customer lifetime value; effective use of customer facing 

teams resource; and resolved time to adopt new channels. 

IMIconnect API Gateway fills this gap by offering a single integrated platform to manage customer 

communications across SMS, voice, email, push notifications, in-app messaging, Facebook Messenger, and a 

growing number of digital channels.

          Interact  with 
      your customers 
    across SMS, voice, 
  email, push, Facebook  
 Messenger and other 
channels using a single 
enterprise-grade  
 communications 
   platform

API Gateway
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Growing communication challenges
 

Organisations are moving on from the days of mass-marketing and engagement. Business communications are 

evolving to include targeted, contextual, two-way customer messaging across multiple digital channels.

 

The challenge is in managing these channels, and ensuring your messaging infrastructure can deliver the scale 

and flexibility your messaging strategy demands.

Without a single point of orchestration, a business is left managing multiple relationships with messaging 

providers, and multiple integrations with technology platforms. This often leads to siloed, uncoordinated 

developments that are inefficient and can stifle a business’s ability to deliver.

At the customer interface, teams are having to manage the customer journey and their preferences, while 

utilising multiple messaging channels. Leaving them open to errors, dual-entry and a disjoined customer 

experience.

And as the business adopts more messaging channels, this problem is exacerbated to the point of becoming 

unmanageable.
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Removing complexity
 

IMIconnect API Gateway removes the complexity of connecting internal business platforms to digital messaging 

channels. To help businesses build communication-enabled solutions, IMIconnect API Gateway is already 

integrated in to numerous voice and messaging gateways, social networks and over-the-top messaging systems. 

It provides a low-code approach to API integration, which allows users to focus on building great experiences 

that customers love. 

Simply focus on your messaging, while IMIconnect API Gateway handles the complexity. You’ll be delighted 

at how easy it is to add SMS, voice, push or social messaging to your business process and communications 

strategy.

Respond to Evolving Customer Expectations    

• Engage with customers through their preferred 
messaging channels

• Easily add more channels as your customer 
communication needs evolve 

• Trigger outbound communications at the perfect 
moment across the customer journeys

Faster go-to-market    

• A single online platform for creating, 
viewing and editing all your messaging 
integrations

• Out of the box access to SMS, Voice, 
Email, Facebook Messenger, Twitter and 
more

• Minimal time and effort required to 
integrate new channels
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Messaging at the heart of customer service

Business events

Business or customer  
initiated messages triggered

Integration actions 

Customer events

Message interactions

Multi-platform SDKs for Push and In-App Messaging  
 
Quickly incorporate push and in-app messaging into mobile apps and websites 
using our SDKs for Android, iOS and JavaScript. IMIconnect API Gateway also 
provides Cordova plugin for hybrid apps.  

Carrier-grade SMS and Voice Connectivity  
 
Reach customers globally with reliable and fast international SMS and voice routes 
while IMIconnect API Gateway handles the underlying routing complexities, offering 
outbound reach in 200+ countries & inbound messaging and voice in 85+ countries.

Easy integration with Facebook Messenger, Twitter DM and 
other messaging apps 
 
Add Facebook Messenger, Twitter DM & other messaging apps to your customer 
communications mix. Access all rich messaging features such as quick replies, 
carousels and more.

IMIconnect API Gateway makes 
it easier for organisations to 
process and manage both 
customer- and business-
initiated messaging. 

Customer-initiated messages, 
such as a request for 
information, or an opt-out 
instruction can be received 
directly in to business 
systems, while business-
initiated messaging events, 
such as a customer reaching 
their overdraft limit, can 
automatically trigger outbound 
messages. 

IMIconnect API Gateway provides the tools your teams need to build, test and launch API integrations, and 
to automate orchestration of these interactions with your backend systems. With its low-code toolset and 
high-performance runtime engine, IMIconnect API Gateway enables developers, product managers and 
architects to accelerate their digital transformation projects.

In addition to out-of-the-box access to multiple  communication channels, IMIconnect API Gateway 
provides you with several purpose-built features and capabilities to make it easier for you to manage and 
monitor your communication services.
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Rapid integration and Deployment      

• Easily embed SMS, voice, push, email, Facebook Messenger and other communication channels into existing 
products and applications in just a few minutes using our multichannel messaging API

• Seamlessly avail phone numbers, short codes, sender IDs and keywords to reach your global customer base 
by leveraging our direct carrier relationships

• Go beyond just send and receive; get full-featured capabilities for every channel

Centralised Management with Advanced Reporting & Dashboards     

• Configure, manage and monitor all your customer communications, spread across multiple channels and 
systems, using a single enterprise-grade platform

• Optimise customer experience by leveraging detailed delivery and read receipts for each channel, usage 
metrics and custom logs

Flexible and Agile Architecture 

• Start with any desired channels and add new channels to your communications 
mix at a future point in time with zero disruptions to existing services 

• Do away with the overheads of managing multiple APIs, and get fast access to 
newly launched features across channels as we manage the underlying channel 
level complexities 

Scalable Cloud Infrastructure and Security Features     

• High performance cloud environment with 99.95% uptime and elastic scalability to handle sudden increases 
in messaging traffic 

• Ensure data security using our multitenant architecture, encryption of data at rest, and ISO 27001 certified 
environment

• Hierarchical account structure with role based access control (RBAC) and comprehensive audit trails

• 24x7 support, dedicated account management, API documentation, developer resources and live chat with 
product experts

Integrated Tools and Utilities      

• Leverage templates to build a central repository of all your customer communications across channels.

• Create responsive emailers using a feature rich email composer 

• Review transaction history and detect issues using our built-in graphical debugging interface 

Powerful Communications Platform
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Textlocal IMIconnect
IMIconnect is an enterprise-grade communications platform 
developed by IMImobile. Textlocal became part of IMImobile in 

2014 and, working alongside our parent company, we are able 
to help organisations to reduce the cost and complexity of 

customer communications with industry leading software and 
services. 

IMIconnect enables rapid automation of multi-
channel customer messaging. The platform opens up 

communications with customers anywhere in the world on 
any channel - SMS, voice, push, in-app, Facebook & other 

messaging apps. It allows customer interactions to be 
orchestrated with backend systems. 

In the full IMIconnect platform, a visual drag-&-drop 
builder allows you to build and launch flows that work 

across channels and systems. 

IMIconnect API Gateway is a lighter version of the 
IMIconnect platform. It allows businesses to send 

and receive messages across customers’ preferred 
communication channels using a single platform 

with advanced reporting and dashboards.


